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a b s t r a c t

Lightweight magnesium alloys, such as AZ31, constitute alternative materials of interest
for many industrial sectors such as the transport industry. For instance, reducing vehicle
weight and thus fuel consumption can actively benefit the global efforts of the current
environmental industry policies. To this end, several research groups are focusing their
experimental efforts on the development of advanced Mg alloys. However, comparatively
little computational work has been oriented towards the simulation of the micromecha-
nisms underlying the deformation of these metals. Among them, the model developed
by Staroselsky and Anand [Staroselsky, A., Anand, L., 2003. A constitutive model for HCP
materials deforming by slip and twinning: application to magnesium alloy AZ31B. Interna-
tional Journal of Plasticity 19 (10), 1843–1864] successfully captured some of the intrinsic
features of deformation in Magnesium alloys. Nevertheless, some deformation micromech-
anisms, such as cross-hardening between slip and twin systems, have been either simpli-
fied or disregarded. In this work, we propose the development of a crystal plasticity
continuum model aimed at fully describing the intrinsic deformation mechanisms between
slip and twin systems. In order to calibrate and validate the proposed model, an experi-
mental campaign consisting of a set of quasi-static compression tests at room temperature
along the rolling and normal directions of a polycrystalline AZ31 rolled sheet, as well as an
analysis of the crystallographic texture at different stages of deformation, has been carried
out. The model is then exploited by investigating stress and strain fields, texture evolution,
and slip and twin activities during deformation. The flexibility of the overall model is ulti-
mately demonstrated by casting light on an experimental controversy on the role of the
pyramidal slip hc + ai versus compression twinning in the late stage of polycrystalline
deformation, and a failure criterion related to basal slip activity is proposed.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Magnesium alloys are increasingly becoming very attractive materials, especially for the transport industry, due to their
low density (1.7 g/cm3), which is one third lower than that of Al (Easton et al., 2008; Mordike and Ebert, 2001). Systematic
research efforts to understand the mechanical behavior of magnesium alloys have only been carried out for the last decade,
and thus significant work must still be done before these materials can be widely commercialized (Bamberger and Dehm,
2008). In particular, at this point it is key to develop simulation models that, supported by the experimental data available,
can predict of the response of Mg alloys under different service conditions.
. All rights reserved.
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The deformation mechanisms of Mg and Mg alloys that are operative at low strain rates have been extensively investi-
gated over the past years (Couling et al., 1959; Kocks and Westlake, 1967; Kelley and Hosford, 1968a; Couret and Caillard,
1985; Chin and Mammel, 1970; Yoo, 1981; Vagaralia and Langdon, 1981; Zelin et al., 1992; Munroe and Tan, 1997; Agnew
et al., 2001; Watanabe et al., 2001; Barnett, 2001; Agnew et al., 2003; Galiyev et al., 2003; Koike et al., 2003; Barnett, 2003;
Gehrmann et al., 2005; Barnett et al., 2004a; Agnew and Duygulu, 2005; del Valle et al., 2005; Keshavarz and Barnett, 2006;
Meza-García et al., 2007; Barnett, 2007; del Valle and Ruano, 2007; Al-Samman and Gottstein, 2008; Chino et al., 2008; Jain
et al., 2008; Hutchinson et al., 2009; Ball and Prangnell, 1994; Lou et al., 2007). Slip in hexagonal close packed (HCP) metals
may take place along the h11�20i (hai) direction on basal and non-basal (f10�10g-prismatic, f10�11g-pyramidal) planes. Addi-
tionally, second order pyramidal hc + ai slip has also been observed on f11�22g planes (Agnew and Duygulu, 2005). Deforma-
tion is accommodated also by twinning, mainly on f10�12g and f10�11g planes.

Although widely spread values have been reported for the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) in different slip and twin-
ning systems (Chin and Mammel, 1970; Agnew et al., 2001, 2003; Barnett, 2003; Agnew and Duygulu, 2005; Lou et al., 2007),
it is generally accepted that, for polycrystals, CRSSbasal < CRSStwinning < CRSSprismatic 6 CRSSpyramidal. In agreement with this
trend, earlier studies reported that slip on basal planes and f10�12g twinning (so called extension twinning) are the main
deformation mechanisms during uniaxial deformation at low temperatures and low strain rates in randomly oriented Mg
polycrystals of conventional grain sizes (�10 � 50 lm) (Couling et al., 1959; Kocks and Westlake, 1967; Kelley and Hosford,
1968a; Couret and Caillard, 1985; Chin and Mammel, 1970; Yoo, 1981). Non-basal slip systems are also active, albeit to a
lesser extent (Koike et al., 2003; Agnew and Duygulu, 2005; Keshavarz and Barnett, 2006). The activity of different deforma-
tion modes is highly dependent on temperature, initial texture and strain rate (Gehrmann et al., 2005; Al-Samman and
Gottstein, 2008; Ulacia et al., 2010; Khan et al., 2011).

Non-basal dislocations, including hc + ai ones, have been often reported as necessary accommodation for deformation in
regimes of high stress concentration (Ion et al., 1982; Koike et al., 2003; Armstrong and Walley, 2008). However, the net con-
tribution of second-order pyramidal hc + ai slip to the macroscopic strain in Mg alloys has been controversial for decades.
This mechanism, if active, would provide six independent deformation modes, thus increasing significantly the ductility
and the isotropy of Mg alloys. The activity of hc + ai slip during room temperature deformation is still a subject of debate.
Due to its high CRSS, this deformation mode may only be activated when the compression axis is parallel to the h0001i axis,
as neither the basal, the prismatic nor the tensile twinning systems are favored. This occurs, for example, in the following
two cases. The first case is a rolled and annealed Mg sheet with strong h0001i texture subjected to compression along the
normal direction (ND, i.e. along the c-axis of most grains). Some authors have indeed reported the occurrence of hc + ai slip
under such conditions (Obara et al., 1973; Agnew et al., 2001), although others have found evidence of the accommodation of
such deformation by a double twinning mechanism (Wonsiewicz and Backofen, 1967; Kelley and Hosford, 1968b). A second
case is when, during compression of the same strongly texture sheet along the rolling direction (RD), twinning orients most
grains with the c-axes parallel to the compression axis during the first stages of deformation. The operation of hc + ai slip
during the last stages of deformation has been reported under such conditions by Yi et al. (2006). Here too, some other inves-
tigations report that strain is, instead, accommodated by the activation of other mechanisms, such as a combination of basal
and hai pyramidal slip (Mordike and Ebert, 2001), the increasing activity of basal slip (Lou et al., 2007) or the simultaneous
operation of basal slip and double twinning (Kelley and Hosford, 1968b).

Such controversy is by definition difficult to solve by experimental means, requiring in situ simultaneous tracking of slip/
twin system activities and texture evolution. In this example as in many others, it is thus convenient to approach the prob-
lem with the help of crystal plasticity numerical simulations.

Despite the availability of other simulation techniques, such as dislocation dynamics (e.g. Zbib et al., 1998; Segurado et al.,
2007; Groh et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009b; Danas et al., 2010) or atomistic simulations (e.g. Wang et al., 2009a; Groh et al.,
2009; Yue et al., 2010), finite element modeling (FEM) remains by far one of the only techniques able to accurately describe
crystal plasticity deformation while avoiding the drastic length- and time-scale limitations plaguing the two other tech-
niques (see for example Roters et al. (2010) for an overview of the finite element modeling applications in crystal plasticity).
Note that there has been some attempts to bridge scale between techniques (Miller and Tadmor, 2002; Gao et al., 2010), but
without fully alleviating these restrictions. Finally, homogenization techniques (Miehe et al., 1999; Agnew et al., 2001;
Gilormini et al., 2001; Bornert et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2003; Lebensohn et al., 2004; Houtte et al., 2006; Lebensohn et al.,
2007; Knezevic et al., 2008; Proust et al., 2009; Neil and Agnew, 2009; Shaffer et al., 2010) allow by definition for
homogenized calculations of an overall polycrystal with a decreased computational effort, but are consequently not as
flexible as FEM for microstructural evolution studies (see for example Zhao et al., 2008). Because of the problem at hand in this
work, in the following we narrow down our literature review to local (nonstrain-gradient theory) and rate-independent crystal
plasticity models.

If fcc and bcc crystal plasticity continuum models have already been extensively studied (Cuitiño and Ortiz, 1993; Anand
and Kothari, 1996; Anand, 2004; Houtte et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2007; Kuchnicki et al., 2008; Jérusalem et al., 2008; Roters
et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Thamburaja, 2010; Rossiter et al., 2010; Zamiri and Pourboghrat, 2010;
Watanabe et al., 2010; Sung et al., 2010), similar efforts have been much scarcer for HCP metals (Staroselsky, 1998;
Staroselsky and Anand, 2003; Graff et al., 2007; Mayeur and McDowell, 2007; Tang et al., 2009; Mayama et al., 2009; Prakash
et al., 2009; Choi et al., 2010b; Choi et al., 2010a; Lévesque et al., 2010). Despite the relatively ancient interests in HCP metals,
the intrinsic mechanisms of HCP crystalline deformation, such as twinning (generally more present than in fcc and bcc
metals), twin–slip interaction, or twin polarization among others, are still, as of now, not fully understood (Jérusalem
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et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009a; Yue et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2010). Among these efforts, Staroselsky and Anand (Staroselsky,
1998; Staroselsky and Anand, 2003) developed a non-hardening rate-independent model of Magnesium alloy AZ31 aimed at
reproducing the experimental behavior of tension and compression tests. Graff et al. presented a crystallographic model of
Mg but without taking into account the reorientation of the twinned volume (Graff et al., 2007). Mayeur and McDowell
developed a HCP model for Ti-6Al-4V alloy, in which twinning is less likely to occur (Mayeur and McDowell, 2007). Tang
et al. proposed a crystal plasticity model aimed at simulating cup drawing of Mg alloy AZ31 (Tang et al., 2009) and Mayama
et al. studied the effect of twinning deformation and rotation in a crystal plasticity model on pure Mg deformation
(Mayama et al., 2009). Prakash et al. modeled the evolution of texture of AZ31 alloy but without differentiating between
the different cross-hardening mechanisms (Prakash et al., 2009). Choi and coworkers recently proposed a similar model
focusing their analysis on stress concentration and texture evolution of AZ31 at high temperature studies in which case
the sequence of mechanisms of deformation is intrinsically different (Choi et al., 2010b; Choi et al., 2010a). Lévesque
et al. developed a model for AM30 alloy at high temperature but without taking into account slip–twin interaction (Lévesque
et al., 2010). Finally, Izadbakhsh et al. proposed a complex model a priori involving primary, secondary and tertiary slip
systems with primary and secondary contraction/extension twin systems (Izadbakhsh et al., 2011). Because of the significant
amount of accounted mechanisms, this approach however involves a daunting number of parameters difficultly identifiable
experimentally, and leading to non-uniqueness of the solutions.

In this work, we propose to complement the model of Staroselsky and Anand by adding differentiated self- and cross-
hardening between slip and twin systems taking a special attention to the individual calibration of each one of the interac-
tion parameters. All the parameters of this model are taken out of the literature when available, and modified as a function of
their individual physical effect on the deformation of the material. The model is then calibrated and validated against uni-
axial compression tests done for a texture sample of Mg alloy AZ31 along both RD and ND. The evolution of texture, the slip/
twin activity, and the stress–strain curves are analyzed and matched against experimental results for all experiments with
one unique set of parameters. The model is ultimately used to cast light on the controversy exposed above and a failure cri-
terion based on slip activity is proposed. Finally, the overall model as well as the failure criterion are validated against exper-
imental results of a plane strain compression along RD, constraining along the Transverse Direction (TD).

In Section 2, we present the experimental campaign used as a reference for the computational model. The constitutive
framework is then presented in Section 3, along with its calibration. The results, as well as the use of the model for the anal-
ysis of the controversy, failure mechanisms, and validation are exposed and discussed in Section 4. The conclusion is finally
given in Section 5.
2. Experimental campaign

The starting material is a sheet of the AZ31-O Mg alloy, with a thickness of 3 mm and a grain size of approximately 13 lm.
The composition of this material is summarized in Table 1.

Uniaxial compression tests were carried out at room temperature and at 10�4 s�1 along RD in an electromechanical Serv-
osis ME 405/10 testing machine located at the National Center for Metals Research (CENIM, Madrid, Spain). The specimens
were 3 mm � 3 mm � 4.5 mm prisms. With the aim of analyzing the evolution of texture during compression, tests were
interrupted at several intermediate strains: 2.5%, 5%, 7%, 11%, and 14%. Additional compression tests were carried out along
ND under the same conditions of temperature and strain rate in 3 mm � 3 mm � 3 mm specimens. A note should be made
that compression along RD is equivalent to a compression perpendicular to the c-axis while compression along ND is equiv-
alent to a compression parallel to the c-axis. For both compression cases (RD and ND), three tests were carried out exhibiting
a reasonable reproducibility, and the two experimental stress–strain curves used for calibration (see Fig. 3) correspond in
both conditions to the average of the three associated tests. The textures present in both the as-received and deformed
AZ31 samples were measured by the Schulz reflection method in a Philips Xpert-Pro Panalytical X-ray diffractometer fur-
nished with a PW3050/60 goniometer, located at the CAI X-ray Diffraction of the University Complutense in Madrid, Spain.
The radiation used was b-filtered Cu Ka. The surface area examined was about 2 mm2. The polar angle ranged from 0� to 75�
in steps of 3�. Irradiation time at each step was 2 s. The measured incomplete ð10�10Þ; ð0002Þ; ð10�11Þ; ð10�12Þ; ð11�20Þ and
ð10�13Þ pole figures were corrected for background and defocusing using the Philips XPert software. The MTEX Matlab open
source software (Bachmann et al., 2010) was then utilized to calculate the orientation distribution function (ODF) from the
corrected pole figures and, from the ODF, the final complete pole figures. Sample preparation for texture measurement in-
cluded grinding with increasingly finer SiC papers, whose grit size ranged from 320 to 2000.
Table 1
Composition of the AZ31 alloy under study (in wt. %).

Al Zn Mn Ca Si

2.5–3.5 0.7–1.3 0.20 min 0.04 max 0.30 max

Cu Ni Fe Others Mg

0.05 max 0.005 max 0.005 max 0.030 max Remaining
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3. Numerical setup

In this section, we introduce the constitutive framework, followed by a description of the finite element model, setup and
calibration.

3.1. Constitutive framework

The constitutive framework proposed in this work is based on a single-crystal plasticity framework modified to account
for twinning reorientation. It closely follows the work of Staroselsky and Anand (Staroselsky, 1998; Staroselsky and Anand,
2003). For completeness, we provide a summary of its formulation and highlight the novelties of this new model.

3.1.1. Crystal plasticity continuum formulation
The total deformation of a crystal is the result of three main mechanisms: dislocation motion within the active slip sys-

tems, twinning motion within the active twin systems and lattice distortion. Following Lee (Lee, 1969), the deformation gra-
dient tensor F can be uniquely decomposed following:
F ¼ Fe � Fp ð1Þ
where Fp and Fe are respectively the deformation gradient tensor accounting for the cumulative effect of dislocation motion
and shear due to twinning, and the elastic distortion of the crystal lattice, with det(Fe) > 0 and det(Fp) = 1. This distortion
gives rise to the Cauchy stress r.

The deformation power per unit reference volume is thus defined by
P ¼ P : _F ¼ Se : _Ee þ ðCe � SeÞ : Lp ð2Þ
where
P ¼ detðFÞr � F�T ð3Þ
Se ¼ detðFeÞFe�1 � r � Fe�T ð4Þ
Ce ¼ FeT � Fe ð5Þ

Ee ¼ 1
2
ðCe � IÞ ð6Þ

Lp ¼ _Fp � Fp�1 ð7Þ
are respectively the first Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor, the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor relative to the relaxed con-
figuration, the right Cauchy–Green elastic deformation tensor, the Green–Lagrange elastic strain and the plastic velocity gra-
dient tensor.

Assuming a linear elastic relation, as it is usually done in metallic single crystals, the constitutive equation is given by
Staroselsky and Anand (2003):
Se ¼ C : Ee ð8Þ
where C is a fourth-order anisotropic elasticity tensor.
By projecting Se on the slip system i and twin system a, the resolved shear stress in systems i and a are then given by:
si ¼ ðCe � SeÞ : Si
0

sa ¼ ðCe � SeÞ : Sa
0

(
ð9Þ
where
Si
0 ¼mi

0 � ni
0

Sa
0 ¼ma

0 � na
0

(
ð10Þ
are the Schmid tensors for slip system i and twin system a in the reference configuration. In this equation, slip (resp. twin)
system i (resp. a) is characterized by a unit normal ni

0 (resp. na
0) to the slip (resp. twin) plane, and a unit vector mi

0 (resp. ma
0)

denoting the slip (resp. twin) direction in the reference configuration.
Extending (Taylor, 1938) and (Rice, 1971) to include the twinning components, the kinematics of dislocation of motion

and twin shear can be described by:
Lp ¼
X

i

signðsiÞ _ciSi
0 þ

X
a

signðsaÞ _caSa
0 ð11Þ
where _ci (resp. _ca) is the shear rate on slip (resp. twin) system i (resp. a). Subsequently for simplification, the superscript i
(and j) will refer to a slip system, and a (and b) to a twin system.
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Introducing si/a as the CRSS in system i/a, the conditions for slip and twinning, as well as the associated flow rule, are
written as:
/i ¼ jsij � si
6 0

/a ¼ sa � sa
6 0

_ci=a P 0; and _ci=a/i=a ¼ 0

8><
>: ð12Þ
Note that the unidirectionality of tensile twinning f10�12gh�1011i is accounted for by relaxing the absolute value condition
on the resolved shear stress sa.

In Staroselsky and Anand (2003), the flow rule was modified to include grain boundary deformation mechanisms within a
‘‘grain boundary layer’’ surrounding each grain. This feature was accounted for by adding an isotropic plasticity flow rule
component to Eq. (7) weighted by a given grain boundary proportion. However, for the grain size observed in our experimen-
tal samples (�13 lm), it has been shown that grain boundary deformation mechanisms are not significant at room temper-
ature (Valle and Ruano, 2009). As a consequence, this term was not included in the model presented here.

Finally, the evolution equations for slip and twin CRSS are given by a generalized linear hardening relation between the
CRSS and the shear rates of all systems:
_si ¼
P

j
hij _cj þ

P
b

hib _cb

_sa ¼
P
b

hab _cb þ
P

j
haj _cj

8>><
>>: ð13Þ
In this expression, hij, hib, hab and haj are the hardening moduli accounting respectively for the slip–slip, twin–slip, twin–twin
and slip–twin interactions. In Staroselsky and Anand (2003), the moduli were taken equal to zero under the assumption that
the hardening mechanisms were exclusively due to grain boundary mechanisms. Here, the moduli are chosen to follow
power law type relations:
hij ¼ qijhj
; with

qij ¼ ðqsl þ ð1� qslÞdijÞ

hj ¼ h0;sl 1� sj

~ssl

� �asl

8<
:

hab ¼ qabhb
; with

qab ¼ ðqtw þ ð1� qtwÞdabÞ

hb ¼ h0;tw 1� sb

~stw

� �atw

8<
:

hib ¼ h0;tw�sl 1� sb

~stw�sl

� �atw�sl

haj ¼ h0;sl�tw 1� sj

~ssl�tw

� �asl�tw

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð14Þ
where dij is the Kronecker symbol, where the quadruplets ðh0;sl;h0;tw;h0;tw�sl; h0;sl�twÞ; ð~ssl;~stw;~stw�sl;~ssl�twÞ and (asl,atw,
atw�sl,asl�tw) are respectively the reference self-hardening parameters, the saturation stresses and the hardening exponents
for (slip–slip, twin–twin, slip–twin, twin–slip) interactions, and where (qsl,qtw) are the ratios of reference cross-hardening
parameter to reference self-hardening parameter for (slip, twin). Simple power-law relations such as the ones proposed here
in Eq. (14) are commonly used in crystal plasticity continuum models (Anand and Kothari, 1996; Staroselsky, 1998; Anand,
2004; Roters et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2010; Zamiri and Pourboghrat, 2010; Choi et al., 2010a,). Note that other formulations
using Voce-type law or more generally hyperbolic functions could also be used; but all generally present the same drawback
of being exclusively dependent on the CRSS, occulting any dependence on the lattice defect population for example (Roters
et al., 2010). However, in the interest of limiting the number of parameters introduced in the current model, the choice was
made to use a simple power-law, while acknowledging the fact that other models more physically grounded could poten-
tially be used (Kadiri and Oppedal, 2010). Future studies will aim at studying the effect of the choice of the hardening model
on the crystal deformation.

In the following, the CRSS will be defined by s0;sl and s0;tw for the slip and twin systems respectively. Finally, note that the
slip parameters are a priori different for basal, pyramidal hc + ai, pyramidal hai and prismatic slips, in which case the sub-
script ‘‘0;sl’’ for all the above parameters will be replaced by ‘‘0;basal’’, ‘‘0;pyrhc+ai’’, ‘‘0;pyrhai’’ and ‘‘0;prism’’ respectively, when dif-
ferentiated values are chosen.

3.1.2. Crystal rotation
A total Lagrangian scheme is used for texture updating, see Staroselsky (1998) for more details. Note that such scheme

can predict accurately the final texture but that intermediate textures might not be predicted with the same precision.
By definition, shear by twinning is accompanied by a local rotation of the crystal. This transformation, defined for HCP

metals by the rotation matrix (Staroselsky, 1998)
Ra ¼ 2na � na � I ð15Þ
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where na is the current twin plane normal of the twin system a, rotates the crystal such that the final orientation mirrors the
initial one with respect to the twin plane. Such change is of significant importance as a given crystal, once rotated by nearly
90� as a consequence of twinning, might have a unfavorable orientation for further twinning, thus switching the main crystal
deformation mechanisms from twin driven to slip driven mechanisms.

We follow here the model proposed by Van Houtte (Van Houtte, 1978). The twin volume fraction fa evolution in twin
system a is characterized by
F

f a ¼
R t

0
_f adt

_f a ¼ _ca

c0

8<
: ð16Þ
where c0 is the twinning shear. A random number f 2 [fmin,fmax], where fmin and fmax represent the lower and higher bound
for twinning event, is picked at a given time t, and, within the chosen representative volume element (RVE) of an individual
crystal, fmax = maxa(fa) is compared to f. If fmax > f, the RVE is assumed fully rotated, the crystal lattice (i.e. all current slip and
twin systems normals ni/a and directions mi/a) is rotated following Eq. (15), and the volume fractions fa are reinitialized to
zero.

3.2. Finite element model

The constitutive model described above was used in the finite element program ABAQUS/Explicit (Dassault Systèmes,
2010) by implementing the previous constitutive law in a ‘‘user material’’ subroutine. In this subsection, we present first
the finite element discretization of the polycrystal model, followed by the model calibration.

3.2.1. Finite element discretization
In this work, we follow the example of Staroselsky and Anand (2003) and idealize the polycrystalline sample as a stacked

structure of 12 � 12 � 18 = 2592 linear cubic elements with reduced integration and hourglass control. Each element repre-
sents a full crystal and is assigned its own crystal lattice orientation. Such approach can present serious limitations when
used for studying microstructural evolution within a grain, where multiple elements are needed. However its flexibility con-
stitutes a significant computational advantage for simulation models aimed at studying the overall behavior of a full poly-
crystalline samples, such as in this work. The mesh is shown in Fig. 1.

The experimental uniaxial compression tests (Section 2) were simulated by imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions on
the top and bottom surfaces of the model. Both of them were constrained laterally to account for the absence of gliding dur-
ing contact in the experimental setup, the top surface was displaced at a given velocity along the vertical direction while the
bottom one was constrained. The model being rate-independent, the actual compression velocity and the density were
ig. 1. Uniaxial compression numerical tests for two cases: along ND and RD. The resulting Von Mises stress field is plotted for both cases.
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chosen so as to minimize inertial effects and computational calculation time. The resulting simulation is thus fully quasi-
static, which is a good approximation of the very low rate of the experimental compression (10�4 s�1).

Note finally that for all the simulations presented in this work, both spatial and temporal convergences were verified.

3.2.2. Model calibration
3.2.2.1. Compression/double twinning. The significance of compression and double twinning in accommodating c-axis com-
pression in magnesium alloys is still not clear. Some studies have recently reported the occurrence of compression and dou-
ble twinning in polycrystalline Mg alloys during c-axis compression (Nave and Barnett, 2004; Barnett et al., 2004b;
Keshavarz and Barnett, 2006; Cizek and Barnett, 2008; Al-Samman and Gottstein, 2008). However, traces of these types
of twins are only observed in very small regions, often very close to the fracture surfaces. It has nevertheless been recently
reported that, despite the low volume fraction of such twins, their effect in the hardening of the AZ31 alloy might be impor-
tant (Knezevic et al., 2010).

On the other hand, it is also widely accepted that pyramidal slip accommodates most of the compression strain along the
c-axis (Agnew et al., 2003; Knezevic et al., 2010).

In view of the controversial role of compression/double twinning, we have chosen not to include this deformation mech-
anisms in our continuum model, as a first approximation.

3.2.2.2. Texture. The model was calibrated against both experimental setups described in Section 2. In the first case, the c-axis
of the overall texture is on average aligned with the compression direction, whereas, in the second case, it is perpendicular to
it. It must be emphasized that the material sample being the same, one sample texture in one case simply consists in a rota-
tion of 90� of a sample of the other case. Accordingly, the two uniaxial compression simulation will also be done for the same
material (i.e. same material parameters), but with the texture of one mesh being a rotation of 90� of the other one (see Fig. 1).
For the sake of rigor, the reader must keep in mind that the random individual orientations of each grain are only parallel or
perpendicular to this direction within a given random ‘‘noise’’.

The initial texture of the numerical model was chosen by giving to each one of the crystals the chosen preferential ori-
entation for the c-axis, a fully random rotation around the c-axis, and a gaussian noise for each one of the resulting set of
Euler angles. The pole figures for two given samples (RD and ND) were chosen for calibration and the gaussian noise for
the three Euler angles was adjusted until a reasonable fit between experimental numerical textures was observed (see Fig. 2).
Fig. 2. Comparison between experimental (top) and numerical (bottom) initial texture for the two cases: (a) along ND; (b) along RD.



Fig. 3. Stress–strain curve (true) of uniaxial compression after calibration for the two cases: (a) along ND; (b) along RD.
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Note that both of the experimental pole figures seem to be more ‘‘diffuse’’ around their two poles than the numerical
ones. However, the numerically modeled texture used in this work is chosen to be representative of all samples in general.
This explains the observed differences between the pole figure for one given experimental sample and the one for the
numerical model, representative of all samples. Finally, the observed ‘‘splitting’’ in Fig. 2, typical of rolling textures in Mg
alloys, has been attributed to the operation of pyramidal slip during plane strain deformation (Agnew et al., 2001).

3.2.2.3. Material parameters. The material parameters were chosen according to the following scheme. Initial parameters
were taken out of the literature (Staroselsky, 1998; Staroselsky and Anand, 2003; Jain and Agnew, 2007; Graff, 2007;
Watanabe and Ishikawa, 2009; Choi et al., 2010a). The ones that differed within these references were chosen so as to
achieve the closest fit with the experimental stress–strain curves. Finally, the other parameters (namely the slip–twin/
twin–slip interactions and twinning rotation parameters) were calibrated so as to achieve the best fit keeping the previous
parameters fixed. The final set of parameters are given in Table 3 and the resulting stress–strain curves of the uniaxial
compressions for the two cases are shown in Fig. 3.

For the purpose of analysis, the stress–strain curve for the compression along RD has been divided into six regions. The
deformation states at which one region transitions to another one are marked by A, B, C, D, E and F, see Fig. 3(b) and Table 2.

Note that the hardening related to the effect of slips on tensile twinning was suppressed based on the relatively scarce
information in the literature on this interaction, and the observation that the region between the states of deformation A
and C (see Fig. 3(b))1 is only weakly dependent on this parameter even for large values of h0;sl�tw. Additionally, increasing this
parameter would only steepen the numerical curve away from the experimental one. The (fmin,fmax) parameters played an
important role in the C-to-D portion of the curve and the twin–slip hardening parameters in the C-to-E portion.
1 This region should actually a priori be the one most directly influenced by these parameters (influence of already existing basal slip on nascent twinning).



Table 2
Transition strain between regions.

A B C D E F

0% 2% 4% 6% 11% 14%
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The final shape of both simulated samples after deformation with the corresponding Von Mises stress fields are shown in
Fig. 1.
3.2.2.4. Material parameters sensibility. For a given set of parameters, it is known that a unique set of active slip systems will
be found (Anand and Kothari, 1996). However, it is not clear whether a calibration based on both considered stress–strain
curves should be enough to guarantee the unicity of the set of parameters. For example, one would want to know whether a
set of pyramidal hardening parameters along with a set of twin hardening parameters could not be exchanged by two other
sets without noticeable differences in the stress–strain curves. To this end, an extensive parameter sensibility study has been
done in which each individual parameter is varied by ±20%, ±50% or ±100% depending on the sensibility of the parameter.
The strain at which the first major noticeable influence of these variations on one of the portions of the RD/ND compression
stress–strain curves was then marked down and reported in Table 4. Note that a non-marked cell does not mean that there is
no influence of the parameter but that a much more important variability has been observed at a different strain (or on the
other curve).
Table 3
Material parameters after calibration.

s0;basal s0;pyrhc+ai s0;pyrhai s0;prism

9 MPa 115 MPa 115 MPa 80 MPa
h0;sl h0;tw h0;sl�tw h0;tw�sl

600 MPa 80 MPa 0 MPa 1200 MPa
~sbasal ~spyrhcþai ~spyrhai ~sprism

15 MPa 190 MPa 190 MPa 150 MPa
s0;tw ~stw ~ssl�tw ~stw�sl

17.5 MPa 100 MPa n/a 100 MPa
asl atw asl�tw atw�sl

0.6 2 n/a 2
qsl qtw fmin fmax

4 1 0.75 0.8
c0 C11 C12 C13

0.129 58 GPa 25 GPa 20.8 GPa
C33 C55

61.2 GPa 16.6 GPa

Table 4
Material parameters sensibility.

Parameters RDA RDB RDC RDD RDE RDF ND

Twin s0;tw � �
~stw �
h0;tw �
atw � �
qtw � �

Twin Rotation fmin � �
fmax � �

Twin–Slip ~stw�sl � �
h0;tw�sl � �
atw�sl � �

Slip s0;pyr � � �
~spyr � �
s0;prism �
~sprism �
s0;basal �
~sbasal � �
h0;sl �
asl �
qsl �
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Table 4 shows that the twinning, twin–slip interaction and pyramidal slips parameters are successive quasi-independent
mechanisms in the compression along RD. Basal and prismatic slips influences are on the other hand overlapping indepen-
dently some of the zones of influence of the other mechanisms, but basal slip parameters do also influence majoritatively the
ND compression. Overall, a proper fit of the stress–strain curves at states A, B, C, D, E and F as well as for the ND compression
curve can be done with a quasi-independent calibration of twinning, pyramidal and prismatical parameters majoratively for
the RD compression case, and pyramidal and basal for the ND case (with cross-calibration for pyramidal), in this order. Addi-
tionally, the three main mechanisms (twinning, basal and pyramidal slips) are shown to influence in a complementary man-
ner the stress–strain curves.
4. Results and discussion

In the previous section, the model was calibrated against two uniaxial compression tests with one unique set of material
parameters, validating the ability of the model to describe the AZ31 deformation mechanisms under both slip- and twin-
dominated deformations. These deformation mechanisms are identified in the following by studying texture evolution,
slip/twin activities and the related controversy on pyramidal hc + ai splitting. Ultimately, a failure criterion based on slip
activity and a final validation are proposed.
4.1. Texture evolution and slip/twin activities

The {0001} pole figures at the experimental and simulated deformations states A, B, C, D, E and F for the compression
along RD are illustrated in Fig. 4. Fig. 5 shows the normalized slip/twin activity versus the overall strain for both uniaxial
compression cases.

The first clear conclusion is that in both cases, basal slip is the overall most important mechanism. After the initial yield-
ing, the A-to-B region is mostly driven by twinning despite some basal slip activity. This basal activity is due to the systems
that are slightly tilted and thanks to the very low basal CRSS. The initial presence of twinning is confirmed by the clear
appearance of twin driven lattice rotation, as can be seen in the experimental {0001} pole figure at state B (Fig. 4), followed
by the sudden drop of its activity (Fig. 5(b)).

At state C, the experimental pole figure shows that all the crystals have rotated. It appears that the simulated results are
delayed in this rotation, rotating slowly until slightly after state D. This delay in the pole figures can be explained by two
factors:
Fig. 4. Comparison between {0001} experimental and numerical textures at deformation state A, B, C, D, E and F for the compression along RD.



Fig. 5. Normalized slip/twin activity for both cases: (a) compression along the ND direction, (b) compression along the RD compression.
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� Firstly, it has been experimentally observed that the boundaries of tensile twins migrate very rapidly (Knezevic et al.,
2010). However, the model, because of its one-to-one association between grain and element, precludes a ‘‘gradual rota-
tion’’ by twin growth within the grains, making it a sudden switch from one crystalline orientation to another one (see
Section 3.1.2). This is actually confirmed by comparing the twinning rotation evolution for the simulation and the exper-
iments, see Fig. 6. In this figure, the experimental volume fractions of twinned regions in the samples compressed uniax-
ially along RD were calculated at various strain levels from the X-ray Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) data using
the software MTEX. A misorientation of ±30� was used (this value was identified by means of the orientation spread in the
ODF).2 As can be seen, the inflections of the curves are very similar, but there is a delay of roughly 4.5%. One more time,
this delay is explained by the binary-type rotation of the model, as opposed to gradual. In other words, the simulation
curve on Fig. 6 is representative of the averaged fraction of fully rotated grains, and not of the averaged fraction of rotated
lattice within each grain. This restriction of the model will be solved in future works by considering multiple elements per
grain.
� Secondly, whereas the experimental pole figures are taken by considering a thin slice of material within the bulk, the

simulated ones include the whole polycrystal, and, as can be seen on Fig. 7, the non-sliding boundary conditions are
responsible for a twin rotation gradient close to the top and bottom surfaces. This restriction thus leads to an observed
delay in the twin rotation when averaged over the whole sample. As an example, at 4% deformation, 13% of all the grains
are rotated, but the outer and center element layers respectively have 1% and up to 27% of rotated grains, see Fig. 8.
2 Note that the twinned volume fraction was alternatively calculated in the sample deformed up to 4% by EBSD, showing similar results, however the
technique described above being more flexible and time-efficient for post-processing, it was ultimately chosen for this study.



Fig. 6. Experimental and numerical twinning rotation fraction evolution.

Fig. 7. Twinning rotation state in a longitudinal cut of the sample (blue: non-rotated, red: rotated) for the states of deformation (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Twinning rotation fraction as a function of the vertical element layer in the sample at 4% deformation.
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During the rotation from C to D, basal slip activity is slightly increasing before regaining its previous level after full rota-
tion. Prismatic and pyramidal hai activities are also increasing during this change of crystal orientation, but overall remain
relatively small.

Finally, the D-to-E region, followed by the E-to-F one where all the main deformation mechanisms saturate, clearly exhib-
its a transition to pyramidal hc + ai slip dominated deformation (Fig. 5(b)). Such change is explained by the polarity of twin-
ning, thus prohibiting its activity during compression when the c-axis is aligned with the compression direction. As a
consequence, the next most favorable deformation mechanism is pyramidal hc + ai slip (with basal slip present during the
whole deformation). This is confirmed in Fig. 5(a) where the crystals have the c-axis aligned with the compression axis from
the beginning. In this case, basal slip is dominant at the beginning of the deformation, and when blocked by the misorien-
tation of the neighboring grains, is transitioned to pyramidal hc + ai slip driven deformation. Note finally that all systems did
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not rotate at stages E and F as it did experimentally. This delay can be explained by the same factors that delayed the onset of
rotation.

The analysis above shows that, despite its high room temperature CRSS, hc + ai pyramidal slips operate, in conjunction
with basal slips, during room temperature compression of the AZ31 rolled sheet along RD and ND (Fig. 4). The activation
of these two slip systems explains the texture development as well as the corresponding stress–strain curves (Fig. 3). This
is consistent with the findings of Yi et al. (Yi et al., 2006), who determined the relative slip/twin activities during deformation
of an AZ31 extruded bar along a direction perpendicular to the extrusion axis by viscoplastic self-consistent modeling and
found that hc + ai slip does play an important role under such conditions. In their case, however, the contribution of hc + ai
slip is smaller with respect to that of basal slip due to the wider spread of basal planes around the compression axis in their
extruded bar than in the rolled sheet investigated here. Wang et al. (Wang et al., 2010) also recently calculated the slip/twin
activity during uniaxial deformation of a rolled AZ31 sheet using several VPSC models. Specifically, they fitted the different
models to experimental tension and compression tests along RD and then used the same parameters to predict compression
along ND. They concluded that the affine self-consistent VPSC model gives the best overall performance. When compressing
along ND, in both the affine VPSC model and the one presented here, only basal and pyramidal slips operate. However, the
cumulative activity of pyramidal slip, predicted by the affine VPSC model, is significantly smaller than that obtained in the
present work. When compressing along RD, both models predict the activation of tensile twinning and basal slip in the first
stages of deformation, but the relative contribution of twinning is much smaller when using the affine model than in our
prediction. In the last stages of deformation both models predict the activation of both basal and pyramidal slips. Again,
the affine VPSC model predicts a larger contribution of basal slip. In summary, similar deformation modes are predicted
to operate using both the affine VPSC model and the current crystal plasticity FEM model. However, in all cases, the VPSC
model estimates a higher relative contribution of basal slip. Such differences highlight the necessity for further comparisons
between different numerical models, where a priori acceptable simplifications might possibly lead to erroneous description
of the deformation mechanisms. Finally, the activity of hc + ai slip during the last stages of deformation of a rolled AZ31 sheet
compressed along RD at 200 �C has also been predicted by Choi et al. using a similar model to the one presented in this work.
This finding is, however, not very surprising, as it is well known that the CRSS for pyramidal slip decreases rapidly with tem-
perature and therefore its activity increases significantly at temperatures higher than approximately 180 �C.

4.2. Fracture mechanisms

An analysis of the sample fracture surface suggested that the material failure is stemming from intragrain semiductile
failure (this work not reproduced here is available in Fernández (2009)). This could a priori indicate the formation of a shear
zone eventually leading to an intragrain failure. In order to confirm or infirm this hypothesis, we define a criterion based on
the cumulated average slip activity for slip system i at time t
Ci ¼
Z t

t0

h _ciidt ð17Þ
where h _cii is the average slip rate at time t over the full sample, and t0 the time reference. Note that such criterion is pur-
posefully macroscopically averaged at the sample level. Defining a criterion at the grain level (thus defining a failure initiation
criterion, see for example Jérusalem et al. (2008)) in a model such as here, where grains are modeled by only one element,
would actually miss the purpose of the proposed criterion (defining overall sample failure).

It has been shown that a dislocation interacting with a twin boundary during twin growth is not transferred through the
twin boundary, but instead is decomposed into interfacial defects (Serra and Bacon, 1996). An intragrain failure criterion
based on slip accumulation thus requires that only the slip activity since the time of the last twin lattice rotation (if any)
should be taken into account. Note that such consideration does not concern the hardening model, based on the assumption
that previous dislocations, even possibly dismantled into other stacking faults, still participate to the lattice hardening. How-
ever the bulk of the crystal itself does not contain residual dislocation after the passing of the twin boundary (Serra and
Bacon, 1996), and its relation to intragrain failure should be reinitialized. The time at which the stress–strain curve (see
Fig. 3(b)) regains a quasi-elastic behavior after the rotation of the crystals (�(t0) = 6%) was chosen as the ‘‘reinitialization
time’’ t0 (in the ND case, as very little twinning occurs, t0 = 0). Fig. 9 shows the evolution of Ci versus time for all slip systems
for both cases (including the reinitialization after twin rotation when needed) up till experimental fracture. As could be ex-
pected from Fig. 5, prismatic and pyramidal hai slip activity seem highly uncorrelated with a potential slip related failure
mechanism. On the other hand, the cumulated average basal and pyramidal hc + ai activity reach the same value of �0.04
and �0.015, respectively.

These results alone cannot permit to conclude that basal cleavage or pyramidal hc + ai cleavage, is reponsible for the
material failure. However, magnesium alloys fracture mode under the conditions of temperature (0.33Tm) and normalized
stress (r/E � 6 � 10�3) examined in the present paper is of the mixed mode type ‘‘cleavage 3/ductile’’ or ‘‘semibrittle inter-
granular fracture’’ (Gandhi and Ashby, 1979), as substantial plastic strain precedes cleavage. The cleavage planes vary for
different HCP metals. Yoo (1981) calculated the ratio between the critical fracture stresses in basal and prismatic planes
for a number of HCP metals. He found out that basal planes are clearly the most preferred cleavage planes in Zn (Yoo,
1981; Hughes et al., 2007), whereas prismatic planes are favored in Ti and Zr. Basal and prismatic planes are, respectively,



Fig. 9. Corrected cumulated average slip/twin activity for both cases of compression: along RD and along ND.
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those with the smallest CRSS in those metals. Magnesium is presented by Yoo (1981) as an intermediate case. However, since
basal slip is the most active deformation mode, it seems logical that cleavage is favored in basal planes. In fact, it has been
reported earlier (Couling et al., 1959) that Mg sheets rolled at room temperature fail along bands formed by grains in which
the basal planes are parallel to the band plane. The easiness of cleavage along basal planes has also been verified in an AZ31
alloy by Somekawa and Mukai (2005). We thus can conclude that basal cleavage is responsible for the material failure.

As a conclusion, these results suggest: (a) that sample failure is directly related to an excess of basal activity in agreement
with experimental observations, probably primarily due to the formation of a shear zone along the h0001i direction leading
eventually to material failure; (b) that when the compression axis is preferably oriented along ND, pyramidal hc + ai and ba-
sal slip activities follow a very similar pattern, working collaboratively in the same proportion; (c) and finally, that the final
failure is in any case independent of the other slip system activity (pyramidal hai and prismatic) and more importantly of the
twin activity.
4.3. Validation

In the following, we complement the previous study by using the model on a third configuration: plane strain compres-
sion along RD, constraining along TD. To this end, a specific die made of hardened stainless steel was designed for such pur-
pose. In order to minimize friction effects, the sample surfaces were lubricated using Teflon tape. The deformation rate was
identical to the previous tests (10�4 s�1).

The experiments showed a relatively important variability and a total of four (instead of three) tests was used for the final
averaged stress–strain curve. The experimental stress–strain curve (with its errorbars) and the numerical one are given in
Fig. 10. The four stages used in this figure are given in Table 5.

The two stress–strain curves both present an earlier point of inflection, higher hardening rates and higher stress values
when compared to their respective uniaxial RD compression counterpart (see Fig. 3). Additionally, the two curves seem to
Fig. 10. Experimental and numerical stress–strain curves for the plane strain compression along RD, constrained along TD.



Table 5
Transition strain between regions for the plane strain compression casw.

A B C D E

0% 2.5% 4.5% 6.5% 10.3%
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deviate between Stages C and E, incidentally corresponding to the portion of the experimental curve with the most impor-
tant variability. In view of this, the simulation captures the experimental behavior relatively well.

4.3.1. Texture evolution and slip/twin activities
The comparison of the {0001} texture between experiment and simulation for these different stages, and the overall slip/

twin activity are given in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.
The pole figure evolution is relatively well caught by the simulation, with the same delay in the crystal rotation as was

previously observed, see Fig. 4 and Section 4.1. Furthermore, even accounting for the different strain-to-failure, a comparison
between Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 12 exhibits a very similar evolution of twin and basal slip activity (as well as pyramidal hai which
remains almost inexistent), but weaker contribution of pyramidal hc + ai and earlier contribution of prismatic, implying that
prismatic slip is taking over part of the pyramidal hc + ai contribution under plane strain conditions, when compared to
uniaxial.

4.3.2. Fracture mechanisms
Finally, the fracture criterion proposed in Section 4.2 is tested here for the new configuration. The corrected cumulated

average slip/twin activity based on the methodology described earlier is shown in Fig. 13.
Note that the experimental curves were averaged up to the smallest strain-to-failure (10.4%). However, because of the

important variability of the experimentally observed strains-to-failure, which here were spanning a total of 2.6% (10.4%,
10.9%, 11.2%, 11.6% and 13%), the simulation could possibly be extended up to 13%. As a consequence, the results in
Fig. 13 were run up to 13%.

As hinted by Fig. 12, Fig. 13 exhibits a lower pyramidal hc + ai cumulated average activity than in Fig. 9, but a higher pris-
matic activity. The basal activity, on the contrary, is very similar. More importantly, the failure cumulated average basal
activity threshold of �0.04, as defined in Section 4.2, is reached within the strain-to-failure range of 10.4%–13%. On the
Fig. 11. Comparison between {0001} experimental and numerical textures at deformation state A, B, C, D and E for the plane strain compression along RD,
constrained along TD.



Fig. 12. Normalized slip/twin activity for the plane strain compression along RD, constrained along TD.

Fig. 13. Corrected cumulated average slip/twin activity for the plane strain compression along RD, constrained along TD; the dash line corresponds to the
acceptable range of values for the strain-to-failure.
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contrary, the pyramidal hc + ai threshold of 0.015 is not reached. This further validates the fracture threshold based on basal
activity defined and discussed earlier.

5. Conclusion

A crystal plasticity continuum model aimed at fully describing the intrinsic deformation mechanisms between slip and
twin systems has been developed. An experimental campaign consisting of a set of uniaxial and plane strain compression
tests at room temperature and quasi-static strain rate, as well as an exhaustive analysis and examination of the crystallo-
graphic texture at different stages of deformation of the alloy AZ31B have been carried out. The model has then been cali-
brated and validated against these tests. The flexibility of the overall model was demonstrated by casting light on an
experimental controversy on the role of the pyramidal slip hc + ai versus compression twinning in the late stage of polycrys-
talline deformation. Finally, a macroscopic failure criterion based on basal activity has been shown to accurately describe the
failure of materials in what would thus be a shear zone along the h0001i direction eventually leading to material failure. This
criterion seems furthermore to be independent of the twin activity but tightly linked to pyramidal hc + ai and prismatic
activities.

Finally, future work will account for multiple elements per grain, thus correcting the inability of the current model to cap-
ture the progressive twin rotation within the grain. This effort should participate in solving issue related to the delay obser-
vable in the pole figures.
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